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How can Turkey bring itself to a regional power 

status in South Caucasus and how this will affect 

its relationship with EU 

 

                  The world is divided into different spheres of influence according to the 

strength of the states and their ability of having impact over others in international 

affairs. Super powers are on the first place which have influence and have a say in the 

most parts of the world, including International and regional organizations. They take 

part and have a great impact on different world programs and projects. After the 

collapse of Soviet Union the USA remains only superpower in the world. Major 

Powers stand in the second place which can be considered as influential in many parts 

of the world, mainly they have a say in more than one region. Russia, China, France, 

England are considered as major powers in the world. And regional powers are on the 

third place which seem as the leaders of the regions, they have influence on the 

countries of the region and take active part in solving regional economic, social, 

military problems. In some sense regional powers play its role as a judge in solving 

disputes of the region. It means that the states of the region accept and apply to its 

major existence and say in the region.  

 Super powers of a definite period of time can lose its status as the result of 

economic depression, or after great and tedious wars or simply collapse of 

the great union and the division of great state into many little and weaker 

states as the USSR.  

 Major Powers can become super ones during some period as the result of 

quick and huge development as England of 19
th

 century or USA in 20
th

 

and 21
st
 centuries, the USSR after World War II. They can also lose their 

major power status as the result of economic depressions such as Ottoman 

Empire, or as the result of catastrophic wars such as Germany and Japan 

after WW II.  
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 Regional powers can increase their strength to major power status as 

Japan at the beginning of 20
th

 century or even to super power status.  Such 

as the USA of 19
th

 century which played mainly regional power role 

changed to a major power after WW I and after only 2 decades became 

super power.       

            Taking the past of all these 3 level states into consideration I can say that a 

weak state of yesterday can gain regional or even major powers status tomorrow. But  I 

would like to mention that in order to become a great or major power, a state for the 

first must obtain a regional power status then by  increasing its influence on other 

regions, it would approach great power or major power status.  

 

           Now if we try to look the current situation of Turkey’s regional power potential 

in the three major regions around the country we can clearly see how its real potential 

is below. If Turkey wants to be a major power she must first of all achieve a regional 

power status and then spread it to other regions because without being a real regional 

power, to have a say on and play a dominant role in different regions is very difficult. 

Especially if states as Turkey are situated on the intersection of 2 or more regions 

which differ from each other in such aspects that makes it impossible to influence one 

region if the state posses more similarities with the other region. Turkey is situated on 

the very important region where East and West, North and South, Christianity and 

Islam and backward and modernized states intersect and have impact on the relations 

of the country with regional states. The problematic regions are South Caucasus, 

Middle East and Balkans. These are such kind of regions that world chess games have 

been played on since old times and today it continues without being diminished in its 

importance. But even all three regions were under the reign of Ottoman Empire for 

some time, nevertheless each region has its own history and own capacity to attract 

world powers and bring them to war for domination of the rich territories. 

       

         Turkey is one of the growing powers in large scope in the world. It has also 

become world’s second highest growing economy according to 2011 statistics.  İt 

increased its political role and activeness in the three regions. Over the past decade 
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Turkey has considerably increased its involvement in Middle Eastern, South Caucasus 

and Balkans affairs. Ankara is pursuing a regional policy which aims for “zero 

problems” with Turkey’s neighbours. From the stabilization of Iraq and Afghanistan, 

to Lebanon’s troubled politics, Iran’s nuclear ambitions, and the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict,  as well as mediation between Damascus and Baghdad, and Hamas and Fatah, 

reconciliation efforts for Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, signing great projects 

and providing growing relations with Azerbaijan and Turkey via Georgia- all of these 

notifies Turkey’s growing influence in three regions; South Caucasus, Middle East and 

Balkans. But I want to review Turkey’s relations with South Caucasus, try to 

recommend my oppinion, offer some new ways and examine what kind of impacts that 

new ways would have on Turkey-European Union relations. 

 

        If we look to South Caucasus, it is one of the old regions where first human 

beings lived. As it has a long history, the region faced creation of different states and 

occupation of many foreign powers. As the cause of big empires as Greece, Persian, 

Ottoman Empire and finally Russian Empire the region couldn’t improve itself and the 

three states-Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia faced a long sleep period until collapse 

of Soviet Union and finally gained independence in 1990s which they ahd lost 70 

years before. But through this long occupation period the stases although had a lot of 

revolt against the dominants, they couldn’t gain significant change and so had no 

influence on the region. Even the wishes of Armenians to create a ‘’Big Armenia’’ 

from Black Sea to the Caspian Sea and their hope of backing of big powers for the 

making their dream come true and even helping the invaders during the occupation 

time helped invaders to use their ‘split and judge’ policy and easily occupy and 

maintain their power long due to that policy. So as the region is still week today and its 

position on the overlapping place of East and West increasingly attracts world powers 

to itself. And we mustn’t forget that Russia still has a big influence on the region and 

sees this as a ‘legal influence zone’ as possessing the heritage of Soviet Empire. But 

what is the Turkey’s relations with the current region and will or can Turkey be a 

regional power or have a great influence in the region?  
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         Today Turkey must confront with Russia if she wants to increase its influence 

sphere, as only with growing economic investments aren’t only solution even in this 

sphere Turkey still haven’t achieved a real step, because the continuing economic 

embargo and close borders are significant limits for Turkish influence in the region 

especially on Armenia. Instead Russia clearly uses the absolute influence on Armenia 

both to guarantee the continuance of the Russian military base in the region and a tool 

using Nagorno-Karabakh problem to keep Azerbaijan and using Abkhazia, Northern 

Ossetia problems to keep Georgia which are the countries searching every way that 

will provide escape from Russian dominance. Such opposite policy of these 2 states 

against Russian dominance can be useful for Turkey to improve its influence in the 

region but of course this isn’t enough.  In all these situations Turkey can’t say much as 

she did in 18
th

 century. And if Turkey doesn’t feel to have power to use it in solving 

the regional problems and confront with Russian national interest so she must find 

other ways, for example organize Armenian and Azerbaijan meetings on the upper 

level separate of Russian influence. I think the continuance of current situation will not 

change anything that may increase Turkey’s existence in the regional affairs even she 

tries to increase its economic ties with Georgia and Azerbaijan as much as she can. In 

order to gain the regional say in South Caucasus Turkey must find the way to reproach 

with Armenia but in the same time must assure Azerbaijan that this is not against 

Azerbaijan national interest or must not understood as a betray to Turkish brotherhood 

and it may serve to Turkey’s influence in the solution to Nagorno-Karabakh problem 

which also will beneficial for Azerbaijan. Because closing borders and economic 

embargos will not bring Turkey to more influential sphere and decrease Russian 

growing influence on the region. 

 

         Another way is that Turkey can arrange Azerbaijan-Armenia high level meetings 

and step by step bring the problematic situation to more solutional type. But of course 

as there are also significant problems between Armenia and Turkey, like ‘’Armenian 

genocide’’ which is not recognised by the world and contains many historical secrets 

which Armenia is reluctant to let it become clear for some national interests, and the 

problem of the sentence ‘’Turks are enemies’’ which is taught to Armenian children 
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beginning from the school must be changed. In order to do that Turkey must gain the 

trust of Armenia and of course the Russia that Turkey is a significant factor which 

must be taken into consideration. Here on the one hand Turkey must assure Russia that 

the current and continuing situation isn’t beneficial for the whole region especially to 

from Russian aspect. Because the more Russia forces regional states to obey her and 

accept her as their leader,  the more states excluding Armenia turn to west in order to 

find enough help to balance (Azerbaijan) or completely escape (Georgia) from Russian 

influence.   Why I excluded Armenia, because Armenia is the object of direct influence 

of Russia and can’t persuade an independent foreign policy and mainly dependent on 

Russian economic and military supply for the life of country. Today it is undeniable 

fact that Russia uses Armenia as a tool to maintain the continuance of existence of the 

Russian army so that regional states feel  the existence of hard power near themselves 

and in some sense define Armenian foreign policy in relations with Azerbaijan so that 

to keep the country not feel itself more independent from Russian interests. In such 

situation Russia ignores the terrible economic situation in the country which forces 

thousands of Armenians to leave their country in order to find job in Russia, Europe or 

other world countries.  Armenia's population peaked at 3,604,000 in 1991 and declined 

to 3,260,000 estimated in 4Q 2010
1
 and will be reduced as of 2.5 million people by 

2050 but the dependent Government of Armenia seems as not caring about the welfare 

of its population.
2
   

              

               On the other hand Turkey must try to convince Armenia that in current 

situation Armenia is apparent loser as today the main energy centre of South Caucasus 

Azerbaijan has signed a lot of gas and petrol projects with the West and these projects 

are key factors to the growing economy of Azerbaijan. And also to Georgia as a 

transitory state. Like Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan, Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum pipelines and the   

Baku-Tbilisi-Qars
3
 railway as a key project for the development and re-emergence of 

historical Silk Road and the previous one-a huge project-Trans Anatolian natural gas 

                                                           
1
 http://docs.armstat.am/nsdp/ 

2
 Population Size, Population byAge and Sex, Median Age,Population Changes:UN/DESA Population Division,  

World Population Prospects:The 2004 Revision 
3
 Kars - Tbilisi agreement". Railway Gazette International. February 2007. 
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pipeline project
4
 is signed between Azerbaijan and Turkey with which Azeri gas will 

go to Europe via Turkey. Armenia could participate in all these significant projects and 

improve its economy which is very low according to world economic statistics. It can 

go worse if Armenia will not do anything for the solution of problems with 

neighbours. Like in 1997 when Armenian president finally agreed a peace plan for 

Karabakh put forward by international mediators in September 1997 and agreed with 

Azerbaijan for coming to solution. That agreement was to accompany the return of 

most Armenian-controlled Azerbaijani territories around Karabakh and the lifting of 

the Azerbaijani and Turkish blockades of Armenia.
5
 But unfortunately with the 

backing and forcing of the external power Ter-Petrosyan's key ministers, led by then-

Prime Minister Robert Kocharyan refused coming to agreement regarding as 

undermining their security and the president was forced to step down in February 1998 

6
 and negations ended. Since then a lot of high level meetings took place between 2 

countries but no solution could be reached.  Armenia sold itself to the Russians to keep 

its Turkish foes at bay.
7
 But now Turkey must regain the trust of Armenia and in this 

way she can accelerate countries to begin the real negotiations. Because without 

Armenia, Turkey can't even imagine about its regional actor status. 

 

      Georgia, the other strategically important state for Turkey after Azerbaijan, has 

very significant location on the region-on the South-East corner of the Black Sea also 

has strategic importance for Turkey from many aspects, as considerable partner in 

BSEC (Black Sea Economic Cooperation), transitory status of Azerbaijan gas and 

petrol and on the other hand very critical geography as consisting of several minorities 

which demand and increase separateness in the country. Today 2 major problems: 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia, on the other hand location near critical zones of Russia as 

Chechnya, the state which Russia always accused Ottoman Empire in the past, and 

Turkey in the present for supporting them against Russia, increases its importance 

from Turkish perspective. Turkey must also increase its mediator policy which is 

                                                           
4
  "Turkey, Azerbaijan sign gas pipeline deal". Bloomberg Businessweek. Associated Press. 2012-06-26.  

5
 http://www.armeniapedia.org/index.php?title=Levon_Ter-Petrossian 

6
 Levon Ter-Petrossian - official site 

7
 Turkey and Russia on the Rise | Stratfor  March 17, 2009 | 1716 GMT 

http://www.levonpresident.am/
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prevalent in Middle East and Balkans, to South Caucasus. For example she can 

mediate between Russia and Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia, so using its soft power 

Turkey can increase its status in world politics, using soft power in solving regional 

problems and provide growing economic and diplomatic relations. Georgia hopes the 

West will do something for her, but disregards Russian interest in the region which 

grows day by day with Putin administration. Today under the leadership of Putin 

Russia in some sense challenges the West showing it by its vetoes in the Security 

Council and showing directly with its military powers in 2008 Georgian-Russian 5 

days’ war. USA has increased its support to Georgia with economic and military 

subsidies and recognizes the territorial integrity of Georgia but does it change the 

disunited situation of Georgia?- No.  

 

         As Turkish and Russian relations are growing and getting more stronger, Turkey 

can use this carefully for its further influence in the region. On the other hand she can 

step by step increase its regional power status, its influence on Armenia and also make 

itself regarded as considerable power in bringing Georgian and Azerbaijan land 

problems via cooperation with Russia. In the same time as there emerged changes in 

Russian approach to Eurasian project as thinking about giving more role for 

participation of Turkey in Eurasia, like Turkish-Russian cooperation in  Eurasian 

project, her chances for implementing these policies can become more real. According 

to classical Eurasian project Russia used to stand on all ways of Turkish admission to 

the project fearing of its religious and ethnic power potential on Middle Asia, but now 

the situation has changed. Today even many Russian geo-politicians especially 

emphasizes Turkish inclusion to the project as a main goal of gaining success for 

Russia in the project and turn it to real.
8
  Also only from here-South Caucasus she can 

reach Middle Asia where exist many states that consist of Turkic population and where 

Turkey can reach major power status combining them to closer economic, cultural and 

social relations using that same origin.  

 

                                                           
8
 Özcan Yeniçeri, a.g.m., p.10-11 
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          When we have a look to EU and Turkey relations, Turkey's regional power 

status would be much more beneficial for Europe because only through Turkey's active 

policy through the region may give Europe a chance to influence the region both in 

solving regional problems and develop more active regional cooperation and balance 

Russia. Apart from paying more attention on values, including democracy, the rule of 

law, and respect for human rights, as well as the principles of market economy,  

sustainable development and good governance the EU look towards South Caucasus as 

of "strategic importance" and the EU has an "interest in developing an increasingly 

close relationship with its Eastern partners".
9
 Europe tries to increase its ties using 

Eastern Partnership Plan but it is not enough powerful to stand in front of Post-Soviet 

influence, so Turkey can be crucial in such situation. As an example today Turkey 

already plays transitory role for Europe to reach South Caucasus and via it reach 

Middle Asia. By increasing its economic, political, cultural and social relations with 

regional states will attract Europe to develop integration with Turkey, because as 

trying to get rid of dependence on Russian gas, knowing that this country can any time 

use this dependence for its national interest, and USA's decreasing power as being 

tired after long disastrous Iraq and Afghanistan wars Turkey remains the real and only 

choice for Europe.   

       Another important thing is that ‘’Eurasian’’ project can be a real alternative  for 

Turkey against EU, Alexander Dugin mentions if Turkey joins ’Eurasian Movement’’ , 

Russian way would be much shorter than European way. We are bounded to 

cooperation with Turkey in front of multi polar world. 
10

 Because now European 

Union not Turkey will have to face to make a choice of admission or lost of Turkey 

would be much more beneficial. Some politicians think that Turkish-Russian 

rapprochement on a regional basis and their joint interests resulted in questioning of the traditional 

alliances and friendships of Turkey, but I wouldn’t  analyze like that. Because as a long time has 

passed since Turkey’s first apply to European Union and also after the EU reluctance for admission 

even after Turkey’s continued policy of democratic changes, it is her real right to pursue an 

independent foreign policy and choose her future development way. As today being one of the 

                                                           
9
 Values to form core of EU 'Eastern Partnership, EU Observer, 2009-03-18 

10
 http//www.evrazia.org/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=1628 
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highly developing states world major states as Russia and China accelerated their cooperation with 

Turkey and see cooperation with her as giving balance against to EU  especially for Russia in its 

future ‘’Eurasia Project.’’ So it is and must be the issue of EU of going down from economic crises 

to regain Turkey’s trust and do further steps for  its admission as long as it is not too late. 

 


